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Outdoor Living
With Belgard’s assistance,
the luxuries and comforts
you enjoy indoors can now
be part of your family’s
outdoor experience.

Let Belgard turn your
backyard dreams into reality.

Waterfront
Retreat
Let unique pool and
paver shapes work in
harmony to create an
inviting centerpiece to
your backyard landscape.

Welcome to Belgard®...
where ordinary backyards become
extraordinary outdoor living spaces.
Whether you’re a first-time homeowner or in the
process of planning your ultimate dream home, you’ll
find Belgard’s products and services positioned to meet
your every need. Along with a diverse range of paver shapes, textures
and colors, comes the ability to custom design your backyard living area
to reflect the way you live. Grill islands, fireplaces, fire pits, hearths and
intimate conversation nooks create living spaces that can provide
decades of outdoor enjoyment while adding lasting value to your home.
It’s an investment backed by the unsurpassed reputation of America’s
leading manufacturer of residential hardscapes.

An investment that’s more affordable
than you may think.
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Quiet Places
Tranquility, a gentle
breeze and a good book
can turn even the smallest
of spaces into the perfect
outdoor retreat.
Pavers: Mega-Arbel® Stone
Retaining Wall: Celtik® Wall Stone

AFTER

BEFORE

t

The installation of a beautiful outdoor kitchen or living area can actually
cost less than your typical indoor kitchen remodel. Like most indoor
kitchen updates, you can also expect your outdoor room to return
100% of its value from day one, and as much as 200% of its original cost
at resale. Your local Belgard authorized dealer and contractor can help
you create a perfect plan for your specific budget and lifestyle.

Belgard Hardscapes...
transforming ordinary into extraordinary.

Pavers: Mega-Bergerac®
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Glowing
Embers

Marshmallows
& Fire Flies

On those cool evenings,
it’s the warm glow of
your hearth that will
become the focal point.

Summer nights, crackling
fires and marshmallows are
the things that will evoke the
memories your family will
treasure for a lifetime.

Tastes Better
Outdoors
Today’s outdoor kitchen
has become the place
for family and friends
to gather and savor
good times and good food.

Any backyard can be transformed into
a fabulous extension of your home.
You may already have a vision of your outdoor living space, along with
the features you would like to include. Some homeowners do, while
others derive inspiration from dealer displays, brochures and even
online photo galleries, such as those found on www.belgard.biz.
For a little assistance in visualizing and planning your outdoor living
project, our Belgard® Authorized Contractors and Dealers are always
available to walk you through the process at your own pace. With your
family’s needs and budget established, your contractor can provide
you with a detailed estimate, along with a 3-D rendering showing you
exactly what your new backyard will look like.
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after
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Imagine the possibilities!

Before

There are few better investments…
Outdoor rooms return 100% of their value
from day one. They can also deliver as much
as 200% of their original cost at resale.

Belgard Elements
Pre-built Modular Hardscape Elements
Fireplaces
Water Features
Brick Ovens
Outdoor Kitchens
Fire Pits / Tables
Pillars
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Creating the outdoor living space of your dreams has
never been easier. The modular nature of each collection
allows you the option of having elements installed all at
once or in phases. Every individual element is handcrafted
within a controlled environment. The elements you select
are then installed by a Belgard Authorized Contractor,
and backed by our guarantee. Each of our five distinct
collections has been designed to blend seamlessly with
your Belgard pavers and wall materials.

Shown with optional
accent lighting

Shown with
optional grill

Pavers: Urbana® Stone

chimney

wood box

fireplace

wood box

(sold as set of 2)

hearth

Modular Elements
Because they can be installed much quicker than
traditional construction, modular element installation
is far less likely to disrupt your daily routine.
Elements give you the ability to create an outdoor living space that’s
uniquely yours and to do so at your own pace – be it all at once, or
in phases. Each of our five distinct collections is comprised
of multiple modular units, designed to provide
homeowners with unlimited design options.
From families whose dream
it is to have a state-of-the-art
outdoor kitchen, to those looking
to enjoy the simple pleasure of
spending summer evenings
with family and friends around
a crackling hearth, we invite you to explore
the possibilities. Inspiration can be found at
www.belgard.biz/ideas_outdoor-living.htm.
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Brick Ovens

Grill Islands

Fire Tables

Water Features

Fire Pits

Fireplace with mantle, hearth
and wood boxes from the
Elements Bristol Collection

45° custom angle

Each “element” is
pre-built and ready
to install ensuring
consistent quality.

Pavers: Mega-Arbel® Stone and Mega-Bergerac®

Bristol Collection
A beautiful combination of
tumbled block, featuring Arbel®
and Urbana® accents. The
Bristol’s rustic look blends
well in any landscape.

3.

Shown with optional
accent lighting

2.

3.

1.
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Pavers: Urbana® Stone

6.

4.

5.

Pavers: Mega-Arbel® Stone

1.

Bristol Bar Island

3.

Bristol Grill Island

5.

Bristol Arched Hearth

2.

Bristol Brick Oven (Wood)

4.

Bristol Fireplace Water Feature Pair

6.

Bristol Fireplace (36" - Wood)
Fireplace available in natural
gas, LP or wood burning options.

Upgrades available. Some items shown are not included in the price of the modular element. Customization available.

Shown with optional
Chimney flue

Shown with optional
accent lighting

1.

2.

3.

5.

Pavers: Urbana® Stone
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1.

Nottingham Brick Oven (Wood)

4.

Wall Inset

6.

Nottingham Fire Table (Gas Only)

2.

Wine Cabinet (36") – Custom Item

5.

Nottingham Pillar

7.

Nottingham Fireplace (36" - Wood)

3.

Nottingham Bar/Grill Island (“L”)

Fireplace and Fire Pit are available in
gas or wood burning options.

Upgrades available. Some items shown are not included in the price of the modular element. Custom color combinations available (call for details).

Nottingham
Collection

6.

Incorporates an impressive array of
Belair Wall® and tumbled paver accents.
This collection offers clients a stately
and elegant appearance.

4.
7.

5.

Wexford Collection
A striking combination of tumbled
block with Old World accents. It’s rugged,
yet defined appearance feels at home
in any surrounding.

6.

Shown with optional
accent lighting

4.

3.

2.
1.
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Pavers: Mega-Bergerac®

10.

9.

8.

7.

Pavers: Old World Paver with Urbana® Stone and Mega-Bergerac® border

1.

Wexford Bar Island

4.

Wexford Brick Oven (Wood)

7.

Wexford Straight Hearth

2.

Wexford Grill Island

5.

Wexford Pillar (24" W)

8.

Wexford Fireplace Water Feature Pair

3.

Wexford Fire Table (Gas Only)

6.

Wexford Fire Pit (Gas)

9.

Wexford Wood Box Pair

Upgrades available. Some items shown are not included in the price of the modular element. Customization available.

10.

Wexford Fireplace (36" - Wood)
Fireplace and Fire Pit are available
in gas or wood burning options.

Brighton Fireplace
This series features a built-in hearth and the same 36" firebox
as the Bristol, Nottingham and Wexford collections. Attractive
arched accents complete the look.

1.

2.

Pavers: Mega-Arbel® Stone

1.
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Brighton Arched Fireplace (36" - Wood)

2.

Brighton Wood Box Pair

The Brighton Fireplace is available in gas, LP or
wood burning option — in a two-piece modular
unit or as a one-piece with a finished top.
Both include a built-in hearth.

Upgrades available. Some items shown are not included in the price of the modular element. Custom color combinations available (call for details).

Wrought
metal work
included

Pavers: Mega-Lafitt TM

Euro Fireplace
Features clean and contemporary lines that
will fit into just about any environment.
It is solidly constructed with the
beautifully textured Belair Wall®.
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Glass shelves are
not included.

2.

1.

4.

3.

Pavers: Modern Slab

1.

Euro Display Cabinet (Small / Left Side)

3.

Euro Bench (Right Side)

2.

Euro See-Thru Fireplace (48" / Gas Only)

4.

Euro Display Cabinet (Large / Right Side)

The Euro Fireplace is available in
natural gas or LP.

Upgrades available. Some items shown are not included in the price of the modular element. Customization available.

Shown with optional
accent lighting

3.

2.
1.

4.

Wexford Collection
with Mega-Bergerac®
paving stones.
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1.

Wexford Pillar (24" W)

4.

Wexford Fire Table (Gas Only)

2.

Wexford Grill Island

5.

Wexford Bar Island

3.

Wexford Brick Oven (Wood)

Fire Up The Good Life...
with a Wood-burning Brick Oven
Imagine having the ability to prepare gourmet meals for family
and friends right in your own backyard. We’re talking about an
outdoor kitchen with all the conveniences and custom features of
your current indoor kitchen…including your oven. It’s not only
possible, but hundreds of homeowners across the country are
already enjoying custom outdoor kitchens, designed and installed
by Belgard® Authorized Contractors.

Design Flexibility

5.

Homeowners and design professionals alike are
amazed at the ease in which a brick oven can be
integrated into virtually any design scheme. With
Belgard’s modular approach to outdoor living
spaces, and more specifically outdoor kitchens,
adding a wood-burning brick oven is as easy
as adding any of the other elements.

A Style for Every Taste
Whether you’re into entertaining on a grand
scale or a more relaxed lifestyle, your Belgard
Authorized Dealer and/or Contractor has the
knowledge and experience to assist you in
achieving the perfect setting – one that will
serve as a focal point of family gatherings for years to come. For
complete details, contact your local Belgard Authorized Dealer,
or visit us online at http://www.belgard.biz/locator.htm.

6.

Oven with outer door
atop a modular wood box

7.

Oven within a complete
modular unit

For a list of available accessories, contact your Belgard Authorized Dealer.

Nothing warms a gathering like a

RADIANT HEAT

Brick Oven

dome

smoke

A beautiful focal point to your new outdoor living space, a brick oven
will bring your family and friends hours of enjoyment along with
some of the most delicious meals you’ve ever served. That’s because
you can cook anything, absolutely anything, in your new brick oven.

stored heat
fresh air access

CONVECTION
dome

smoke

Brick ovens are perfect for any space. From a small city backyard to
an expansive country retreat, a brick oven will give you an unparalleled
outdoor experience.

cool air access

CONDUCTION

Designed and built in the USA
smoke

Brick ovens are ideal for all North American climates and can be
used year round, even up north. Embedded stainless steel fibers
allow for expansion and contraction in colder climates for long term
oven integrity.
The size and shape of the dome, arch and hearth allow for ultimate
cooking of anything you would make in a conventional oven.

dome

stored heat

Our authentic design can give you what
other brick ovens cannot: restaurant
quality radiant, convection and
conductive heat for hours of cook time.

You can build a
custom base and
chimney out of any
Belgard materials

2.

1.
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1.

Bristol Brick Oven (Wood)

2.

Nottingham Bar/Grill Island (“L”)

Shown with optional
Chimney flue

Shown with optional
accent lighting

4.

5.

3.

3.

Wine Cabinet (36") – Custom Item

4.

Nottingham Brick Oven (Wood)

5.

Cast Aluminum Decorative Door

It all begins with proper planning.
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Pavers: Lafitt Patio Slab

Proper planning can turn any backyard
from ordinary to extraordinary.
Planning your outdoor living space is a lot like painting a picture. The
fundamental principles an artist applies in creating a captivating visual are
the same principles or elements essential to a successful outdoor design plan.
Color, shape and texture, when thoughtfully integrated, will result in a
well-designed, thoroughly enjoyable outdoor living area you’ll be sharing
with family and friends for years to come.

It’s a transformation that’s easier than you think.
Bringing your backyard dreams to life begins with a few basic questions.
For example, what activities do you foresee taking place there? Whether your
plans include an elaborate pool deck or an intimate garden gazebo, you’ll
also need to consider your family’s usage and preferences. These are all
things that will have an impact on the design. Think carefully about how
you’ll use the space. Kicking back in a hammock? Relaxing with your morning
coffee? Entertaining friends? Taking the time to clearly define your objectives
and preferences early on will go a long way toward ensuring your total
satisfaction with your new outdoor space.
1. Use your strengths
Work with the architecture of
your home and its relationship
to your property. Consider
layouts (and features) that will
work in concert with both the
style of your home and the natural
contours of your property.

2. Consider the views from
your home’s existing windows
and doors.
When visualizing your outdoor space, do
so through your home’s existing windows
and doors first. Allow those sight lines to
frame the kind of view you envision – be
it a beautiful flowering tree, an intimate
seating area, or a vine-covered gazebo.

3. Leave some breathing room
When determining the dimensions
of your outdoor room, look beyond
the size of your furniture. Consider
how your family and guests will be
interacting within the space. Allow
room for small groups to mingle
comfortably during parties and
family gatherings.

3-D Design Program
Provides Homeowners With A New Level Of Comfort
Having to rely on 2-D drawings in the past,many homeowners found it
difficult to envision what their hardscape would look like when installed.
Today, your Belgard Authorized Contractor has the tools
needed to show you a 3-D rendering of your completed
project. The program also allows homeowners to address
changes prior to construction — thus reducing time and
eliminating the possibility of incurring additional costs.
Ask your Belgard Authorized Contractor to provide you with
Belgard Design Studio 3-D renderings.

Pavers: Mega-Arbel® Stone
Retaining Wall: Belair Wall®
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Your Belgard Authorized Dealer
provides you local access to view
Belgard products in person. Samples
are on display to view textures and colors
in the actual environment. Products are
backed by a knowledgeable staff, ready to
assist with both product and contractor
selection. They can also help you with
budgets and project cost estimates.

Bring It All Together in 3 Easy Steps...
1. Locate Your Belgard Authorized Dealer
See the real product in person at your local dealer’s display and schedule your
FREE in-home or in-showroom design consultation and estimate. Your local Belgard
Authorized Dealer will work closely with you from project conception to completion,
making sure your new hardscape is everything you expect. Whether it’s assisting with
cost estimates or guiding you through the variety of product styles and colors available,
your local dealer can help.To locate a Belgard Professional Authorized Dealer in your
area, visit http://www.belgard.biz/locator.htm.
2. Contact Your Belgard Authorized Contractor
Belgard is committed to the highest possible standards. Your
Belgard Authorized Contractor lives up to these standards every day.
Trained and educated in the latest techniques, methods, and standards
established by the Interlocking Concrete Pavement Institute (ICPI),
the North American trade association representing the interlocking
concrete paving industry, these dedicated professional contractors
will do what it takes to ensure your hardscape installation not only
looks beautiful, but lasts for decades to come.
• LICENSED • INSURED • GUARANTEE WORK FOR 2 YEARS

To locate a Belgard Professional Authorized Contractor in your area,
visit http://www.belgard.biz/locator.htm.
3. Budget
Adding a Belgard hardscape is a terrific way to add fun to your lifestyle while adding
value to your home. Research shows outdoor “rooms” return 100% of their value from
day one, plus they can deliver as much as 200% of their original cost at resale. Best of all,
installation of a beautiful outdoor kitchen or living area can actually be less expensive than
remodeling a typical kitchen. What are you waiting for? Your local Belgard Authorized
Dealer and Contractor can help create the perfect plan for your specific budget and
lifestyle. Get started on your own backyard Eden today with a phone call to
1-877-BELGARD or visit www.belgard.biz.
Consider achieving your dream in phases:
Kitchen

s

Hearth

s

s

s

Patio

Oven

Relationships Matter. We’ve earned a reputation built on
service and quality products that exceed industry standards all part of a solid groundwork connected for success.

Your Belgard Authorized Contractor
provides local installation services
under our strict guidelines. This
includes installation of pavers under
ICPI.org guidelines and walls under
the NCMA.org guidelines. We require
contractors have proof of insurance
and certification (state license) and
guarantee their work for two years.

Belgard, the manufacturer.
We provide our clients with a
solid national presence and
stand behind our products with
a lifetime warranty. Lastly, our
pride and reputation in supplying
quality hardscapes that exceed
industry standards stand behind
every paver, wall, and curb we sell.

Belgard Modular Elements
Available Colors
Note: Actual color may vary. To ensure your total satisfaction, visit your local Belgard® dealer.

accent color

main body color
main body color
coping color

accent color

coping color

Bristol Collection Colors

Nottingham Collection Colors

main body: weston stone / highland

main body: belair wall

accent: highland / weston

Ashbury Haze

Copperstone

Gascony Tan

Bristol Beige

Brookstone Slate

Cotswold Mist

coping: weston
Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

accent: arbel / urbana

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

Brookstone Slate

Ashbury Haze

coping: dublin cobble

Gascony Tan
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Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

Cotswold Mist

main body color

main body color

accent color

coping color
accent color

coping color

Wexford Collection Colors

Brighton Fireplace Colors

main body: weston stone / highland

main body: weston stone / highland

Ashbury Haze

Ashbury Haze

Bristol Beige

Brookstone Slate

Bristol Beige

Brookstone Slate

Cotswold Mist

Brookstone Slate

Ashbury Haze

accent: urbana
Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

accent: old world

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

coping: dublin cobble
Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

coping: dublin cobble

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

CUSTOMER WARRANTY
THE BELGARD GUARANTEE

B ELGARD IS PROUD TO INFORM YOU THAT

ALL OF OUR INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVERS
AND RETAINING WALLS MEET AND EXCEED THE
REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM C-936

and

ASTM C-1372.

BELGARD GUARANTEES ITS PRODUCTS AGAINST

coping color

MANUFACTURING DEFECTS FOR AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR HOME. THIS WARRANTY IS
TRANSFERABLE. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A
BELGARD

main body color

AUTHORIZED

CONTRACTOR

WHO

GUARANTEES THEIR WORKMANSHIP FOR 2 YEARS
INSTALL ALL OF THE HARDSCAPES PRODUCTS.
THE

GUARANTEE

SPLITTING,

DOES

CHIPPING

OR

NOT
OTHER

APPLY

TO

BREAKAGE

THAT COULD BE CAUSED BY IMPACT, ABRASION
OR OVERLOADING. THIS WARRANTY IS ONLY
VALID IF THE MATERIAL IS INSTALLED UNDER

Euro Fireplace Colors
main body: belair wall

GUIDELINES OF THE ICPI (www.icpi.org), THE
NCMA

(www.ncma.org)

INSTALLATION

OR

GUIDELINE

THE

BELGARD

MANUAL.

THIS

WARRANTY IS FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
ONLY AND DOES NOT IMPLY A WARRANTY
FOR COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS. BELGARD’S
OBLIGATION IS LIMITED TO THE SUPPLYING OF

Copperstone

Cotswold Mist

Gascony Tan

NEW MATERIAL AT NO CHARGE. BELGARD WILL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY REPLACEMENT

coping: dublin cobble

LABOR. BELGARD WILL HONOR THIS WARRANTY
WITH THE ORIGINAL PROOF OF PURCHASE.
COLOR MATCHING CANNOT BE GUARANTEED.

Gascony Tan

Cotswold Mist

375 Northridge Rd. | Suite 250 | Atlanta, GA 30350
www.belgard.biz
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